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Abstract
Background: Non-mass enhancement (NME) is a diagnostic dilemma. Texture analysis (TA) could serve
as an objective method to quantify tumor characteristics and growth patterns. However, there are few
reports about TA use in NME diagnosis. To our knowledge, NME diagnosis based on the combination of
the features noted on routine MRI and TA has not been reported.. The purpose of this study was to
explore the value of TA in distinguishing between benign and malignant NME in premenopausal women.

Methods: Women in whom NME was histologically proven (n = 147) were enrolled (benign: 58; malignant:
89) was retrospective. Then, 102 and 45 patients were classi�ed as the training and validation groups,
respectively. Scanning sequences included Fat-suppressed T2-weighted and fat-suppressed contrast-
enhanced T1-weighted which were acquired on a 1.5T MRI system. Clinical and routine MR
characteristics (CRMC) were evaluated by two radiologists according to the Breast Imaging and Reporting
and Data system (2013). Texture features were extracted from all post-contrast sequences in the training
group. The combination model was built and then assessed in the validation group. Pearson’s chi-square
test and Mann-Whitney U test were used to compare categorical variables and continuous variables,
respectively. Logistic regression analysis and receiver operating characteristic curve were employed to
assess the diagnostic performance of CRMC, TA, and their combination model in NME diagnosis.

Results: The combination model showed a superior diagnostic performance in differentiating between
benign and malignant NME compared to that of CRMC or TA alone (AUC, 0.887 vs 0.832 vs 0.74).
Moreover, compared to CRMC, the model showed high speci�city (72.5% vs 80%). The results obtained in
the validation group con�rmed the model was promising.

Conclusion: The combined use of TA and CRMC could afford an improved diagnostic performance in
differentiating between benign and malignant NME.

Background
According to the Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) lexicon (2013), non-mass enhancement (NME) is de�ned as a special MRI enhancement mode,
which is different from the surrounding enhanced breast parenchyma. It has no space occupation effect
and typically contains scattered adipose and glandular tissues[1, 2]. NME is often encountered on MRI
screening. It might appear in benign breast lesions, such as focal adenosis or �brocystic and
in�ammatory changes and can also manifest in malignant lesions, such as lobular carcinoma, diffuse
invasive breast cancer, invasive ductal carcinoma, ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), and occasionally,
some special types of breast cancers[3–5].

Distinguishing between benign and malignant NME is a challenge in breast MRI-based diagnosis. Since
biopsy guided by MRI is not popular, over or delayed surgery is frequent[6, 7]. Previous studies have
shown that speci�c morphological MRI features and kinetic curve patterns of NME could offer some
guidance[8, 9]. However, in daily clinical practice, the use of these methods is considered rather limited
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and controversial. Recent studies have claimed that MRI feature reports have signi�cant inter-observer
variability and a lack of quantitative indicators and repeatability[10]. Moreover, breast tissue affected by
hormone effects would add to the di�culty of diagnosis of NME, especially in premenopausal
women[11].

Texture analysis (TA) uses a computer-assisted approach to analyze the statistical difference in the grey-
level pixel intensity in extracted medical images, thereby providing an objective way to quantify tumor
characteristics and growth patterns[12, 13], which is not feasible in traditional radiology evaluations. TA
based on breast MRI has shown great potential in terms of offering molecular biology information. It has
been used as a “digital biopsy” to distinguish between malignant tumor and benign lesions[14], to predict
outcomes for patients[15], and to assess treatment responses[16]. For lesions presenting as NME, it
remains unclear what role TA plays in a predictive model based on routine MRI characteristics. The
purpose of this study, therefore, was to explore the value of TA in distinguishing between benign and
malignant NME in premenopausal women.

Methods

Study population
We searched all breast MRI examination reports in our radiology information systems from January 2015
to March 2019 and selected “NME” as the retrieval keyword. MRI data for 394 female patients were
found. Two hundred and ninety-three of the patients met the following criteria: (1) NME con�rmed by
pathological analysis; (2) MRI performed within 1 week before the surgery and during 7–15 days of the
patients’ menstrual cycle to decrease the false-positive results provided by background enhancement
(BPE)[17]; and (3) de�ne the shortest part of its measuring diameter is greater than 0.5 cm, such that the
possible adverse effects on the texture features extracted from DICOM data were minimized. The
exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) severe motion artifacts in the contrast-enhanced images or the use
of different 1.5T machines for scanning (n = 31); (2) a history of treatment for breast cancer, i.e., surgery,
biopsy, radiotherapy, or chemotherapy (n = 76); (3) a history of hormone therapy (n = 13); and (4) NME
and mass enhancement both existed on the ipsilateral breast simultaneously (n = 26). Finally, 147
patients were included in this retrospective study. Among these patients, 58 had benign lesions while 89
had malignant lesions. Figure 1 shows a �ow chart of the inclusion and exclusion criteria for this study.
Table 1 summarizes the histological types of these two groups of lesions.
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Table 1
Histological types of lesions in the two groups: benign and malignant

non-mass enhancement
Tumor group Number (cases) Percentage

Benign non-mass enhancement 58 39.5%

Fibrocystic changes 33 22.4%

In�ammation 20 13.6%

Mix 6 4.1%

Malignant non mass enhancement 89 60.5%

Invasive ductal carcinoma 16 10.9%

Atypical ductal hyperplasia 18 12.2%

Ductal carcinoma in situ 11 7.5%

Invasive ductal carcinoma 13 8.8%

Invasive micropapillary carcinoma 3 2%

Apocrine carcinoma 1 0 .7%

Mix 26 17.7%

 

MRI protocol
All MRI studies were conducted using 1.5 T (T) dedicated breast MRI system (Aurora Imaging Technology,
North Andover, MA), equipped with an integrated breast-speci�c coil. The patients were scanned in the
prone position. Dynamic enhanced imaging included a total of �ve phases performed using a T1-
weighted fat-suppression sequence in the axial plane with TR = 29 ms, TE = 4.8 ms, �ip angle = 45°, FOV = 
36 × 36 cm, slice thickness = 1.12 mm, and gap = 0. A total of 160 slices were used to cover the entire
breast. After acquiring one set of pre-contrast images, the contrast medium (gadobenate
diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid, Gd-DTPA, Magnevist) was administered as a bolus injection
(infusion rate: 2 ml/s; dose: 0.2 mmol/kg per patient weight), followed by �ushing with 20 ml of normal
saline. Both the contrast medium and normal saline were injected into the vein through an automated
contrast delivery system (Sonic Shot GX; Nemoto Kyorindo, Japan). Four sets of post-contrast enhanced
images were obtained. The acquisition time for each was 3 min. In addition, a fat-suppressed T2-
weighted sequence was performed with the following parameters: TR = 6680 ms, TE = 5.3 ms, matrix size 
= 320 × 192, FOV = 36 cm, slice thickness = 3 mm, and gap = 0.

All images were further analyzed in using a dedicated workstation equipped with computer-aided
detection for further analysis. The time-intensity curve (TIC) was generated by analyzing different color
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codes of �uid and edema.

Clinical and routine MRI characteristic assessment
Clinical and routine MRI characteristics (CRMC) were used to distinguish between benign and malignant
NME. The clinical variable assessed was age. Routine MRI characteristics were visually assessed by two
breast radiologists (reader 1, with over 10 years of experience; reader 2, with more than 13 years of
experience) separately and independently. Both readers had access to the patients’ previous clinical
and/or imaging information, except for the histopathological diagnosis, during their initial reading. The
NME evaluation involved a comparison of both breasts to avoid false-positive results caused by BPE. The
�nal diagnosis was based on the consensus between the two radiologists.

The selection of image characteristics was based on the BI-RADS-MRI (2013) diagnostic guidelines,
including lesion distribution pattern (focal/linear/segment/regional/multiple regions/diffuse) appeared
or not and internal enhanced mode (homogeneous/ heterogeneous/clumped/clustered ring) presence or
absence. Figure 2 shown the MRI examples of these features. The relationship between lesion signal
intensity and time was evaluated by TIC, which was categorized into persistent, plateau, and washout
patterns[2].

TA
The 2nd to 5th contrast sequences were input into Mazda 4.6 (a public software developed by the
Institute of Electronics in Lodz Technical University, Poland) for TA. For each case, a region of interest
(ROI) was manually delineated by reader 1. The slice of the 2nd contrast phase that was selected to draw
the ROI met the following criteria: (1) slice showing the largest cross-section area of the NME and with no
visible necrotic areas; and(2) selection of the largest slice when multiple lesions were found on one slice
of the same breast. Then, reader 2 double-checked the ROI setting. If there was a disagreement on the
boundary, the readers resolved it by discussing between themselves. The same ROI was placed on the
same slice for the 3rd to the 5th contrast phases. In addition, to decrease the impact of image brightness
and contrast variation on the TA results, the grey-level intensity was normalized within µ + 3σ (µ, mean
grey value; σ, mean standard deviation[18].

The MaZda TA report could offer almost 300 texture parameters for each ROI. There are six texture
feature categories included in this analysis: run-length matrix (RLM), autoregressive model (ARM),
wavelet, absolute gradient (GrM), histogram, and the co-occurrence matrix parameters (COM).
Additionally, for each ROI, the RLM algorithm was computed in the vertical, horizontal, 45-degree, and
135-degree directions, i.e., four times in all. The COM algorithm was derived from four directions (θ = 0,
45, 90, and 135), and the distance of the pixels ranged from 1 to 5, i.e., for each ROI, each of the �ve
distances was counted separately in the four directions, making up a total of 20. As shown in Table 2
[19], the combined use of the feature extraction algorithms, including the Fisher coe�cient, mutual
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information, classi�cation error probability, and average correlation coe�cients (POE + ACC), afforded the
screening of the top 30 texture features with the strongest ability to distinguish between benign and
malignant NME. The TA work�ow chart for NME is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 2
Texture parameters computed by MaZda

Texture
Feature
Algorithm

Parameters

RLM Grey-level/run-length nonuniformity, long/short run emphasis, fraction of image in runs.

ARM Model parameter vector includes 4 parameters; Sigma: standard deviation of the noise

Wavelet Energy of the wavelet coe�cients in subbands

GrM Kurtosis, skewness, variance, mean, percentage of pixels with a nonzero gradient

Histogram Skewness; mean; kurtosis; variance; and perc. 01%, perc. 10%, perc. 50%, perc. 90%, and
perc. 99%

COM Angular second moment, correlation, contrast, sum of squares, inverse difference
moment, sum variance, sum average, sum entropy, entropy, difference variance,
difference entropy

Note: RLM, run-length matrix; ARM, Auto-regressive model; GrM, absolute gradient; COM, co-
occurrence matrix parameters.

 

Statistical analysis
Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare continuous variables. Categorical variables evaluated by
Pearson’s chi-square test (n > 40, TRC > 5) or Yates’s correction for continuity (n > 40, 1 ≤ TRC < 5).
Univariate logistic regression was performed initially on each variable, and the variables showing
statistical signi�cance in the univariate logistic regression were further analyzed using multiple logistic
regression to establish a discriminating model.

For assessing the diagnostic e�cacy of each approach, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and
the area under the curve (AUC) were evaluated. All data analyses were performed on SPSS 22.0(Windows
version), and a P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically signi�cant.

Validation study
To evaluate the diagnostic performance of the combined model, the data were divided into a training
dataset of 102 cases and a validation set of 45 cases by simple random sampling with an approximate
method in SPSS 22.0. The ratio of the two was 7:3. The mean ages of the training and validation cohorts
were 38.7 + 6.8 and 38.1 + 8.7 years, respectively. The number of cases of benign and malignant NME in
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the training data set were 40 and 62, respectively; the corresponding numbers for the validation set were
18 and 27. The holdout cross-validation method was used to verify the diagnostic performance of the
discriminating model constructed in multivariate logistic regression. AUROC values were applied as a
measure of success. P < 0.05 was considered statistically different.

Results

CRMC
Among the 102 cases with pathologically proven NME, 40 cases showed benign �ndings, and 62 cases
showed malignancy. Patient age in cases showing benign �ndings (36.1 ± 6.8) was lower than that in the
cases showing malignancy (40.4 ± 6.2). The difference between the two groups was statistically
signi�cant (p < 0.001).

With the respect to the conventional MRI features of NME, a linear, multiple-region distribution and the
washout time-intensity pattern were signi�cantly more frequent in malignant lesions, whereas a
distribution of focal areas and a plateau time-intensity pattern were common �ndings in benign lesions
(p < 0.05). In contrast to the distribution (regional, segmental, diffuse) and internal enhancement modes,
the persistence time-intensity patterns of NME did not differ signi�cantly between benign and malignant
NME (p > 0.05) (Table 3).
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Table 3
Statistical results of clinical and routine MRI �ndings

Clinical and routine MR characteristics Benign

(n = 40)

Malignant

(n = 62)

P-value

Age (years) 36.1 ± 6.8

(22–49)

40.4 ± 6.2

(25–54)

< 0.001*

Distribution      

Focal area 9(22.5%) 5(8.1%) 0.039*

Linear 10(25%) 41(66.1%) < 0.001*

Segment 33(82.5%) 56(90.3%) 0.247

Regional 23(57.5%) 26(41.9%) 0.125

Multiple regions 12(30.0%) 32(51.6%) 0.031*

Diffuse 3(7.5%) 4(6.5%) 0.838

Internal enhancement      

Homogeneous 9(22.5%) 13(20.1%) 0.854

Heterogeneous 31(77.5%) 49(79.1%) 0.854

Clumped 32(80.0%) 52(83.9%) 0.617

Clustered ring 9(22.5%) 21(33.9%) 0.218

TIC pattern      

Persistent 16(40%) 22(35.5%) 0.645

Plateau 13(32.5%) 6(9.7%) 0.004*

Washout 11(27.5%) 34(54.8%) 0.007*

Note: *P-value, statistically signi�cant (P < 0.05)

 

Multivariate logistic regression analysis of CRMC showed 3 independent indicators with statistical
signi�cance to discriminate benign and malignant NME, namely, age, linear distribution, and multiple-
region distribution (P < 0.05). For ROC analysis, the AUC was 83.7% (CI, 0.76–0.91) and standard error
was 0.04 (p < 0.001). The sensitivity was 80.6% and the speci�city was 72.5%.

Texture features
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One, four, and eight statistically signi�cant texture features were selected from 2nd, 3rd, and 5th contrast
phases respectively, and no statistically signi�cant texture features were found in the 4th contrast phase
(Table 4). Multivariate logistic regression analysis of TA found that three statistically signi�cant texture
features could discriminate benign and malignant NME, which were as follows: S (5, 5) Correlate (p = 
0.01) from the second contrast phase, Perc.90% (p = 0.002), and S (4,-4) Correlate (p = 0.001) from the
�fth contrast phase. For ROC analysis, the AUC was 74% (CI,0.64–0.84) and standard error was 0.05, (p < 
0.001). The sensitivity was 64.5% and the speci�city was 70%.

Table 4
Statistically signi�cant texture features in the FMC method of contrast phases

Dynamic enhanced

phases

Texture parameters Z-value P-value Algorithm model

2nd phase *S (5,5) Correlat -2.467 0.01 COM

3rd  phase Perc.99% -2.20 0.03 Histogram

  Mean -2.32 0.02 Histogram

  Perc.50% -2.28 0.02 Histogram

  Perc.90% -2.40 0.02 Histogram

5th phase Perc.99% -2.29 0.02 Histogram

  *Perc.90% -2.55 0.01 Histogram

  Perc.50% -2.31 0.02 Histogram

  Mean -2.31 0.02 Histogram

  Teta 3 -2.05 0.04 ARM

  *S (4, -4) Correlat -2.41 0.02 COM

  S (5, -5) Correlat -2.51 0.01 COM

  Variance -2.02 0.04 GRM

Note: FMC, methods included Fisher coe�cient, mutual information, classi�cation error probability,
and average correlation coe�cients algorithms;

*Data, the statistically signi�cant texture features in the multiple regression analysis, which would be
input into the combined diagnosis model to distinguish between benign and malignant NME.

 

Combined model
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Multiple logistic regression was used to create a combined model to predict malignant NME by using age,
linear, multiple regions distribution, Perc.90%, S (5,5) Correlate and S (4, -4) Correlate, which were
statistically signi�cant and independent factors (P < 0.05) (Table 5).

Table 5
Logistic regression results of identifying benign and malignant NME in the training dataset

CRMC and texture features B-value P-value Odds ratio 95% con�dence level

aAge 0.162 < 0.01 1.176 1.07–1.292

a Multiple regions of distribution 1.431 0.015 4.181 1.313–13.311

aLinear 2.283 < 0.01 9.81 2.959–32.521

bS(5,5)Correlat 0.697 0.034 2.009 1.053–3.832

cS(4,-4)Correlat -0.92 < 0.01 0.399 0.199–0.797

cPerc. 90% -0.612 0.044 0.542 0.299–0.984

Note: aData, features of CRMC;

bData, texture feature from the 2nd contrast phase;

CData, texture features from the 5th contrast phase.

 

For discriminate benign and malignant NME, the combined model shown the best diagnostic e�ciency, in
comparison to the e�ciencies of CRMC and TA alone. Its AUC was 88.7% (CI 0.83–0.95) and standard
error was 0.03 (p < 0.001). The sensitivity was 82.3% and speci�city was 80% (Table 6, Fig. 4).
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Table 6
ROC results for CRMC, TA, and combination model

    AUC

(95% CI)

Sensitivity Speci�city P-value

CRMC   83.7%

(0.76,0.91)

80.6% 72.5% < 0.01

TA   74%

(0.64,0.84)

64.5% 70% < 0.01

Combine training set 88.7%

(0.83,0.95)

82.3% 80% < 0.01

Validation

set

81.9%

(0.68,0.96)

77.8% 72.2% < 0.01

 

Validation study results. The validation set included 18 benign and 27 malignant cases of NME, with a
mean patient age of 38.1 + 8.7 years (range, 16 to 52 years; p < 0.001). To verify the repeatability of the
combined model constructed by multiple logistic regression, the holdout cross-validation method was
used. Its AUROC was 81.9% (CI 0.68–0.92), sensitivity was 77.8%, and speci�city was 72.2%, as shown in
Table 6.

Discussion
In this study, we assessed the diagnostic value of texture features in discriminating benign and malignant
NME. To this end, we compared three diagnostic methods: models using TA or CRMC alone and a model
using a combination of these. The diagnostic e�cacy obtained with TA alone was not signi�cantly higher
than that with CRMC (74% vs 83.2%), but their combination resulted in additive effects and improved
diagnostic performance (AUC = 0.887, p < 0.05) (Table 6, Fig. 4). At the same time, the combined model
was successfully veri�ed as a promising diagnostic model in the validation set (AUC = 0.819). Our results
also indicated that reducing the in�uence of BPE could improve the diagnostic speci�city of CRMC, and
this study yielded more information about the use of TA for assessment of NME in premenopausal
women.

The morphological features and dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) parameters in benign and malignant
NME have been studied extensively. Many investigators con�rmed the results obtained by Tozaki et al for
the NME internal enhancement and distribution patterns, and they suggested that most benign NMEs
appeared with a linear distribution and homogeneous internal enhancement, whereas lesions exhibiting a
heterogeneous and clustered ring internal enhancement with segmental distribution were highly
suggestive of malignant NME[20–22]. For TIC, previous studies have demonstrated no statistically
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signi�cant differences between benign and malignant lesions in any type of enhancement pattern[23].
However, the results of the present study were inconsistent with these �ndings, since the present study
showed that a linear, segmental, and multiple-regions enhancement distribution and washout kinetic
pattern were detected more frequently in malignancy, whereas a focal area-enhanced distribution with a
plateau kinetic curve pattern was more likely to appear in benign lesions. Moreover, this study showed no
evidence that a clumped, cluster ring with a homogeneous or heterogeneous structure was statistically
signi�cant in identifying benign or malignant status. For ROC analysis, Z.Z.S et al performed a meta-
analysis of diagnostic performance based on morphological characteristics and enhanced parameters by
using pooled weighted estimates, and their results indicated low sensitivity (50%) and high (80%)
speci�city. In contrast, the results of this study indicated high sensitivity (80.6%), while the speci�city was
not high (72.5%)[24].

The discrepancy might be attributed to the following reasons. First, the inclusion criteria were different.
The criteria for this study included measures to reduce the interference of BPE in NME diagnosis. Since
some investigators believed that when BPE manifests as asymmetric, regional, or focal distribution, it
was di�cult to distinguish BPE from NME[25–27]. Moreover, BPE might interfere with the delineation of
tumor boundaries[28]. However, this major factor that affected the diagnostic accuracy of NME in
premenopausal women was ignored by previous studies; Second, the interpretation of morphologic
features in MR images was highly dependent on the radiologist’s experience level and lacked
reproducibility. This might account for the different sensitivities and speci�cities of NME diagnosis with
routine MRI features.

At present, texture analysis by extracting the features of the particular area in an image is considered to
be a repeatable and e�cient auxiliary diagnostic method, the principle of which is based on the spatial
distribution of the intensity level in each pixel[10, 13]. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, few
studies used TA in NME. Newell D et al. �rst used TA to diagnose NME, and their ROAUC was not high
(0.76)[29]. The results of subsequent studies were similar, and our TA results were no exception, with the
AUC, sensitivity, and speci�city all lower than those with CRMC, indicating that the diagnostic e�ciency
of TA alone in NME diagnosis was not high. Some investigators had used TA combined with breast MRI
morphology features to distinguish between phyllodes and �broadenomas tumors, while others had
combined TA with DWI parameters to predict the response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy for breast
cancer, and their results demonstrated that combined TA could improve the diagnostic performance[30,
31]. On the basis of previous studies, we tried to use the combination of TA and CRMC in NME diagnosis.
Our results showed that the diagnostic performance of the model combining TA and CRMC was greater
than that achieved with CRMC or TA alone (AUC: 0.887 vs. 0.832 vs. 0.74). Furthermore, in comparison
with CRMC, the combined model also showed greater speci�city (72.5% vs 80%).

In addition, this study found that features from the 2nd and 5th contrast sequences were more
meaningful in discriminating benign and malignant NME, which was consistent with previous results
showing that the time to enhancement (TTE) and maximum slope (MS) in DCE-MRI could distinguish
benign and malignant NME. The pathological and pharmacokinetic mechanisms differed in benign and
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malignant lesions. Malignant tumors had abundant vascularity and highly permeable vessel walls that
allowed easier transfer of the contrast agent from vessels to the extravascular space was easier; thus,
malignant lesions had shorter TTE and larger MS, while the benign lesions showed the opposite
�ndings[32, 33]. This could explain why in the combined model, the texture features extracted from the
2nd and 5th contrast sequences were independently relevant to discriminate benign and malignant NME.

The limitations of our studies should be noted: First, we used a small-sized retrospective database, which
is subject to potential bias. Further studies using larger datasets and validating the combined model on
other equipment should be attempted in the future. Moreover, manual ROI segmentation led to inevitable
measurement errors; thus, the next step is to develop arti�cial intelligence tools that can accurately
recognize these lesions.

Conclusions
In summary, the addition of TA to CRMC could improve the diagnostic performance in NME, providing a
noninvasive quantitative approach for NME diagnosis that could distinguish malignant and benign
lesions and decrease the excessive surgery or benign NME core needle biopsy.
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Figure 1

The work�ow of the inclusion and exclusion criteria of this study.
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Figure 2

The sequence of dynamic imaging performed using axial T1-weighted fat-suppression. (a) The second
contrast-phase image shows an NME with homogeneous internal enhancement patterns (red irregular
shape) and a linear distribution (red arrow). (b) The third contrast-phase image shows that the entire
lesion enhancement was heterogeneous, with intermingling local, cluster-ring, and clumped enhancement
(purple irregular shapes) and the appearance of segmental distribution (yellow arrow). (c) and (d)
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respectively show the focal (green irregular shape) and diffuse (green arrow) distribution patterns of NME
in the �fth contrast-phase image. (e) and (f) respectively show the regional (orange irregular shape) and
multiple-region (blue arrow) distributions in the second contrast phase.

Figure 3

Work�ow for identi�cation of benign and malignant non-mass enhancement based on texture analysis.
Processes in blue boxes were performed in MaZda.
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Figure 4

The ROC curves in different diagnostic methods to distinguish benign and malignant NME. (a) CRMC, TA,
and combination diagnostic models in the training dataset; (b) the combination model in the validation
data set.


